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INTRODUCTION 

Much of the amici’s briefs consist of the political argument that subsidies to 

private businesses are a good idea. But “the most basic rule” of legal interpretation 

is that judges should “not enlarge the meaning” of the Constitution’s simple 

English words “in order to make them conform to their own … economic views.” 

Padilla v. Indus. Comm’n, 113 Ariz. 104, 106, ¶6 (1976); see also Phelps v. 

Firebird Raceway, Inc., 210 Ariz. 403, 413 ¶40 (2005) (“It is not [the Court’s] role 

to determine public policy…. The framers of our constitution and the Arizona 

voters who ratified it” did so and courts “are bound to follow that mandate.”). 

Amici also engage in straw-man arguments that misconstrue Taxpayers’ 

position and exaggerate this case’s implications. This case does not threaten the 

constitutionality of all economic development. Nor does it affect municipalities’ 

ability to enter into contracts that create private benefits in addition to public ones.  

To put it simply: the Gift Clause says government cannot give away 

taxpayer money. Government can, however, buy things for the public. But because 

“paying far too much for something effectively creates a subsidy,” Turken v. 

Gordon, 223 Ariz. 342, 350 ¶32 (2010), this Court has crafted a two-part test for 

determining whether an expenditure that appears to be a purchase is really a gift. 

Id. at 347 ¶18, 349 ¶30. First, the purchase must be for a qualitatively “public 

purpose.” Id. at 346 ¶11. Second, the public must receive an equivalent benefit—

measured by objective fair market value—for its payment. Id. at 349-50 ¶32. 

Like Turken, this case can be decided on consideration alone: the City paid 

Huntington and Arrowhead $2.6 million—but these firms promised nothing in 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Iddb2facef77c11d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.Default)&userEnteredCitation=113+ariz.+104
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I64e6b71ff97211d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=210+ariz.+403
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I64e6b71ff97211d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=210+ariz.+403
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+342
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return: no products, no services, no use rights. Instead, they simply promised to run 

their private business. There is no principled difference between this and paying 

McDonald’s to sell hamburgers. Amici say that would be constitutional, because 

that is “economic development.” But that is not, by itself, a valid public purpose—

and even if it were, an expenditure is not constitutional where, as here, it lacks a 

specific exchange of adequate value by the recipient of public funds. 

ARGUMENT 

 
I. Paying businesses to operate themselves is not valid consideration. 
 

A. Indirect, anticipated, or non-bargained-for benefits are invalid. 

The only contractual obligations that Huntington and Arrowhead are bound 

by here are the agreement by Huntington to operate its own business in Peoria, and 

Arrowhead’s agreement to renovate its own property for Huntington to use (for 

Arrowhead’s profit). These are not promises to provide anything to the City. 

Paying businesses to operate within city boundaries, in exchange for no specific 

goods, services, etc., to the City, is merely an unconstitutional location subsidy.  

Several amici argue about whether various kinds of contracts with private 

entities would satisfy the Gift Clause, but none of their examples have any relation 

to this case. For example, the League of Cities and Towns (“League”) refers to 

“programs that support businesses in their communities for employee retention, 

reimbursement for personal protective equipment,” etc. League Br. at 10. 

Presumably such programs would include specific, enforceable promises by those 

businesses to employ a certain number of residents, or to buy certain medical 

equipment, and would ensure that the amount of the payments are proportionate to 
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those benefits. That, at least, is what the Gift Clause requires. See, e.g., Turken, 

223 Ariz. at 350 ¶34; Cheatham v. DiCiccio, 240 Ariz. 314, 322, ¶32 (2016). But 

the Huntington and Arrowhead contracts contain no such promises. Neither firm 

promised that the public will receive anything in exchange for the $2.6 million. 

Nor did the City bargain for the benefits that it asserts here (general economic 

improvement and increased tax revenue)1 as part of the contracts. 

All Huntington and Arrowhead promised in return for the payments is to 

complete “performance thresholds” for operating their own businesses, APP.042–

52. But the City does not receive these “performance thresholds,” so they have no 

value as consideration. Amicus Pima County argues that the mere existence of 

“performance thresholds” satisfies the consideration requirement per se, Pima Br. 

at 16, but as the Attorney General’s supplemental amicus brief (at 5-6) shows, this 

cannot be correct. Were it so, municipalities could evade the Gift Clause’s 

requirements simply by requiring recipients of gifts to promise to spend those gifts 

within a certain time. That would turn the Turken test into “a test of whether the 

[city] has a stupid staff.” Lucas v. S.C. Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1025 n.12 

(1992). Instead, the Gift Clause requires a substantive comparison of values, and 

an assurance that government exercise “sufficient control” over expenditures to 

ensure that they actually buy things of proportionate value for the public. Kromko 

v. Ariz. Bd. of Regents, 149 Ariz. 319, 322 (1986). 

                                                 
1 Although not consideration here, because not promised or bargained for in the 
contract, tax revenue is something the City does receive from Huntington. That 
does not satisfy the Constitution, however, as explained in Taxpayers’ Supp. Br. at 
11-12. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia177a4107a2511e6b8b9e1ce282dafae/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=240+ariz.+314
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350&sk=6.izjlFx
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I72e7a2ad9c9a11d991d0cc6b54f12d4d/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=505+u.s.+1003
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+319
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+319
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In fact, Turken expressly rejected the argument that, absent contractual 

guarantees, hoped-for economic improvements could satisfy the Gift Clause. 

There, the city argued that paying nearly $100 million to a private shopping mall 

for a few parking spaces was constitutional because the city hoped for greater 

indirect benefits from the mall’s operation. 223 Ariz. at 350-51 ¶¶40-41. This 

Court held that such indirect benefits are not consideration. Id. at 350 ¶33.  

The same applies here. The City is paying Huntington and Arrowhead $2.6 

million because it hopes their operation will stimulate the economy. Absent 

contractual promises, such hoped-for economic stimulation is not consideration. 

Indeed, the payments in this case are even more lopsided than in Turken, where at 

least Phoenix received public parking spaces in exchange for taxpayer money. 

Here, the public receives nothing tangible—that is, nothing specific and 

measurable; no goods, no services, no use rights—for its payments. The things the 

City and Amici identify as being desired by or beneficial to the City (anticipated 

economic stimulus, employment opportunities, educational opportunities, tax 

revenue) may have value, but they are irrelevant to the consideration analysis in 

this case, because none of these hoped-for benefits are promised performance in 

the contracts. Id. at 350 ¶33. 

 
B. Gift Clause consideration must be measurable and proportionate. 

 Pima County argues that the consideration prong of the Turken test should 

use the ordinary contract law concept of consideration, and that “there shouldn’t be 

some special rule in the Gift Clause context.” Pima Br. at 12. But Turken explicitly 

says this is wrong. 223 Ariz. at 349–50, ¶¶31-35. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+351#co_pp_sp_156_351
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
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In private contract law, courts do not compare the value paid with the value 

received, because any agreement to act or forbear is consideration for contract law 

purposes, id. at ¶32, and because private parties are at liberty to pay subsidies if 

they wish. But the Gift Clause limits what transactions the government may enter 

into: it forbids gifts and subsidies—and that logically requires a comparison 

between expenditures and benefits received. Id. at 350 ¶34. This is to ensure 

against situations where the government pays (in Turken’s hypothetical) $5 million 

for something worth only $5,000, which would equate to a gift of $4,995,000. Id.  

The consideration analysis requires the Court to examine “the objective fair 

market value of what the private party has promised to provide in return for the 

public entity’s payment.” Id. at ¶33. For this reason, the City must obtain 

measurable benefits in exchange for public funds. Payments for things that are by 

their nature not susceptible of measurement cannot be consideration for Gift 

Clause purposes. For this reason, the League is wrong when it suggests that 

“economic diversity” alone satisfies the Gift Clause. League Br. at 5. Turken 

expressly addressed this when it said that such abstract benefits “may well be 

relevant in evaluating whether spending serves a public purpose,” but “when not 

bargained for as part of the contracting party’s promised performance…are not 

consideration.” 223 Ariz. at 350 ¶33 (emphasis added). In this case, the same 

reasoning leads to the conclusion that the Huntington and Arrowhead agreements 

are gifts. Neither party promised to give anything to, or do anything for, the public 

in exchange for the taxpayer money they received.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
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To put the point more simply, the government may constitutionally decide to 

buy goods or service from one business rather than another on the grounds that the 

purchase will—in addition to obtaining a proportionate benefit for the public—

increase the “economic diversity” in the area. But it may not subsidize a private 

business, and obtain no value from that business, and then justify that gift of funds 

on the grounds that the payment increases “economic diversity.” 

 
C. Only bargained-for promises can be Gift Clause consideration.  

Amici mischaracterize Taxpayers’ position as arguing that any expenditure 

to benefit the economy “has zero value,” League Br. at 6, 20, and that ruling in 

their favor would render it “unnecessary for this Court to analyze the terms of the 

contracts at all” when economic development is involved. Id. at 4. But Taxpayers 

have never suggested that “economic development” is always valueless, or that 

contracts executed in the hopes of improving the economy cannot contain valuable, 

constitutionally required, consideration. Rather, they say that because the City’s 

hoped-for economic development was “not bargained for as part of the contracting 

part[ies’] promised performance,” these contracts do not contain valuable 

consideration and are therefore unconstitutional gifts. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 350 ¶33. 

It is actually amici who urge the Court to ignore the terms of the contracts 

and count vague notions of “economic development” and other non-bargained-for 

benefits as consideration. This Court cannot do that. Instead, it must “compare the 

public expenditure to what the government receives under the contract.” Id. at 348 

¶ 22 (emphasis added). Under these contracts, neither company has any binding 

obligation to provide direct, specific, quantifiable benefits to the City.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+348#co_pp_sp_156_348
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The Huntington agreement does not require Huntington to enroll students 

from Peoria, or to hire anyone, much less anyone from Peoria; it is merely required 

to appoint leadership and enroll students. Peoria officials exercise no control over 

Huntington’s operations; Huntington’s out-of-state Board of Trustees makes the 

decisions. Taxpayer’s Supp. Br. at 17. Applicants for employment must sign a 

statement of religious faith to be hired, which excludes many would-be candidates. 

APP.076 ¶ 24. And its sole program of study, Digital Media Arts, is a niche 

market, not a general educational program as provided by a public university.  

Therefore, the contract secures nothing of quantifiable value for Peoria 

residents. Pima suggests an expert could just assign a value to “what a community 

like Peoria will normally be required to pay in the ‘market’ to induce a company 

like HU to relocate there.” Pima Br. at 13. But the reason Pima puts the word 

“market” in scare quotes is because there is no such market. Communities don’t 

pay businesses to operate for the benefit of others; customers pay businesses for 

goods or services provided to customers. And here, Peoria is not buying a business 

or goods or services from a business. It’s just paying businesses to operate. 

Peoria could have easily crafted an agreement that would have avoided all of 

these deficiencies: it could have required Huntington to provide admissions 

preferences or tuition discounts for Peoria residents. It could have required 

Huntington to give Peoria residents special access to its facilities, or offer them 

free or discounted classes, programs, or events. It did none of these things.   

It is precisely to prevent government officials from spending taxpayer 

money without getting enough (or anything) for the public in return that the people 
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adopted the Gift Clause. Even the League admits that the Clause’s “function is to 

protect the public funds.” League Br. at 2. In that sense, the Clause is “a special 

rule,” Pima Br. at 12—it’s a rule that requires courts to compare the objective fair 

market value of the good or service promised to the government against the 

amount of tax dollars spent. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 350 ¶33. 

Oddly, Pima argues that the Gift Clause was not drafted to prevent 

government from subsidizing private businesses merely in the hope that their 

operations would improve the economy, and to support this contention, it relies on 

an example of its own waste: a pre-statehood incident in which that county issued 

bonds for a railroad, “incur[ing] $150,000 in debt and the public received nothing 

in return.” Pima Br. at 16. What this is supposed to prove is unclear, because Pima 

acknowledges that this was just the sort of thing the Clause was written to 

prevent—and Pima fails to show how the Peoria arrangement is different in 

principle from that situation. It says the Huntington and Arrowhead agreements 

were “heavily negotiated,” id., but the mere existence of negotiations cannot 

satisfy the Gift Clause. It says the subsidies in this case were part of a 

“transparent” program “with defined parameters,” id., but mere transparency 

cannot ensure that public expenditures are proportionate to the recipient’s 

contracted-for performance, as the Gift Clause requires. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 350 

¶33. And unless the “parameters” include requirements that the public receives 

specific goods or services that are of adequate value, an arrangement violates the 

Gift Clause. Id. at ¶34. But no such guarantees exist here.   

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
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Thus Pima’s railroad example fails to show that these arrangements satisfy 

the Gift Clause.2 On the contrary, it supports Taxpayers’ argument: like the 

railroads of past ages, Huntington and Arrowhead received taxpayer money to 

engage in their private business, with no contractual promise to deliver direct, or 

even indirect, benefits to the public. Taxpayers’ Supp. Br. at 17. 

The Pima railroad debacle would have been avoided if the Gift Clause had 

existed then, because that Clause forbids all such transactions, regardless of their 

anticipated outcome. Disregarding that Clause puts taxpayers at risk. In fact, the 

City recently entered a similar arrangement with Trine University—which failed. 

Taxpayers’ Supp. Br. at 18. Such debacles are why the framers of our Constitution 

banned all forms of subsidies to private business regardless of their perceived 

desirability. State v. Nw. Mut. Ins. Co., 86 Ariz. 50, 53 (1959).  

 
II. Paying private businesses to operate in hopes of stimulating “economic 

development” is not a valid public purpose under the Gift Clause. 

As noted above, this case, like Turken, is primarily about consideration: 

because Huntington and Arrowhead have not bound themselves by contract to 

provide the City with benefits that are even close to being proportionate to the $2.6 

million of taxpayer money, the agreements violate the Gift Clause. That makes it 

unnecessary for the Court to articulate a test for public purpose. Nevertheless, the 

                                                 
2 To the extent that Pima thinks these “safeguards” prove “there is no rational basis” 
for concluding that agreements at issue violate the Gift Clause, that argument 
commits the fallacy of begging the question.  Pima Br. at 16.  Even the League 
admits that compliance with statute does not guarantee that an expenditure complies 
with the Constitution.  League Br. at 11.  The question in this case is whether the 
“safeguards” satisfied the Gift Clause. Taxpayers argue that they did not. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Icc7aafc1f77f11d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=86+ariz.+50
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F352fc729-a39f-42ec-ac16-58266c377090%2F2eOosPhnX0HrroQZ2zbAMSdjnFzQKbhTLV3mALJL9RWGVxmshqZdt0V%7C1LXzwBMFCHCCUiO7FA5WCl4S1ze0haMJVIBYpdJp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=2&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
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public purpose offered by the City in justification for these agreements (economic 

development) is constitutionally inadequate in the circumstances of this case. 

To be clear: Taxpayers do not argue that policies aimed at incentivizing 

economic development can never serve a public purpose, or that developing the 

economy can never be a factor in a decision to spend public funds. Rather, they 

contend that in this case, the location subsidies given to Huntington and 

Arrowhead do not serve a public purpose. The question here isn’t whether 

economic development is per se constitutional. Rather, it’s whether a grant to a 

private entity that provides nothing to the public in return, serves a public purpose 

simply because it might spur economic development. Arizona law answers no. 

Kromko, 149 Ariz. at 321, said that while the definition of public purpose 

may be broad, it “‘cannot be used to foster or promote the purely private or 

personal interests of any individual.’” (citation omitted). While the distinction 

between public and private beneficiaries is “perhaps incapable of definition,” City 

of Tombstone v. Macia, 30 Ariz. 218, 222 (1926), decisions—and particularly 

Turken—have focused on the specific, identifiable benefits obtained by the public 

(such as “providing parking” 223 Ariz. at 348 ¶23) rather than abstract benefits 

such as anticipated economic growth. But here, Huntington and Arrowhead have 

made no promises to provide anything specific and identifiable—or even 

something as abstract as economic development—to the City. Unlike in Turken or 

Kromko, the beneficiaries of the expenditures here are overwhelmingly private 

entities, engaged in a private enterprise. That cannot be rationalized on the theory 

that they will serve the “public” purpose of general economic growth. 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+321#co_pp_sp_156_321
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I7ba2eabdf7eb11d9bf60c1d57ebc853e/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=30+ariz.+218
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I7ba2eabdf7eb11d9bf60c1d57ebc853e/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=30+ariz.+218
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+348#co_pp_sp_156_348
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https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2Fe58bb12a-2483-4334-8884-d61deecbc917%2FIBatkOtkkNY7bHqURs9HgHsESr9Ezqfs4LvIK9Pqx8lLQfsitI6ffoRkogbaK6ML2xtVEewKC9KJXAU0RZPxtfZp2rPNiSzp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=3&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
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A. A public purpose benefits community rather than private interests. 

GPL is plainly wrong when it suggests that public purpose is a subjective, 

intent-based standard. GPL Br. at 9. Nobody suggested in Turken, for example, 

that the City did not subjectively believe its subsidy of a private shopping mall 

would benefit the public somehow. Yet this Court repeatedly emphasized that the 

test is objective, not subjective. 223 Ariz. at 345–48 ¶¶10-29.  

Similarly, the amici’s emphasis on judicial deference is misleading. Pima Br. 

at 5 and League Br. at 15 say “public purpose” is exclusively for the City to 

decide. But Turken made clear that “determining whether governmental 

expenditures serve a public purpose is ultimately the province of the judiciary.” 

223 Ariz. at 346 ¶14. True, courts apply an abuse of discretion standard to the 

public purpose question—but a misapplication of law or legal principles is an 

abuse of discretion. Tobin v. Rea, 231 Ariz. 189, 194 ¶14 (2013); Rios Moreno v. 

Ariz. Dep’t of Econ. Sec., 178 Ariz. 365, 367 (App. 1994).  

There is no bright-line rule for public purpose, but it is nonetheless a crucial 

distinction if the Gift Clause is to serve its purpose of preventing government from 

simply handing out public money for private enterprises. Arizona cases have said a 

public benefit is one that obtains specific values—goods or services—for the 

public, or serves a traditional government function. It was medical services in 

Kromko, parking in Turken, and pollution control in Indus. Dev. Auth. v. Nelson, 

109 Ariz. 368 (1973). By contrast, paying for land for a private firm or donating 

start-up capital to a fabric company are not public purposes, Macia, 30 Ariz. at 

222–23, nor is buying (non-blighted) land to devote it to “a more desirable 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2Fc97208d1-7e7a-4af3-bd52-7b5c6b144fb1%2F2eOosPhnX0HrroQZ2zbAMSdjnFzQKbhTLV3mALJL9RWGVxmshqZdt0V%7C1LXzwBMFCHCCUiO7FA5WCl4S1ze0haMJVIBYpdJp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=2&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2Fc97208d1-7e7a-4af3-bd52-7b5c6b144fb1%2F2eOosPhnX0HrroQZ2zbAMSdjnFzQKbhTLV3mALJL9RWGVxmshqZdt0V%7C1LXzwBMFCHCCUiO7FA5WCl4S1ze0haMJVIBYpdJp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=2&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I2b32f4ac60ab11e280719c3f0e80bdd0/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=231+ariz.+189
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ib4c5ea1af59211d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=178+ariz.+365
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ib4c5ea1af59211d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=178+ariz.+365
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F17982745-6263-4d06-b45f-8095c0077016%2FIBatkOtkkNY7bHqURs9HgHsESr9Ezqfs4LvIK9Pqx8lLQfsitI6ffoRkogbaK6ML2xtVEewKC9KJXAU0RZPxtfZp2rPNiSzp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=4&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=%2FFoldering%2Fv3%2Fkschlott1%2Fhistory%2Fitems%2FdocumentNavigation%2F19614f1e-e7cc-47be-81d2-5e5c61617b09%2F2eOosPhnX0HrroQZ2zbAMSdjnFzQKbhTLV3mALJL9RWGVxmshqZdt0V%7C1LXzwBMFCHCCUiO7FA5WCl4S1ze0haMJVIBYpdJp&listSource=Foldering&list=historyDocuments&rank=4&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=MyResearchHistoryAll&transitionType=MyResearchHistoryItem&contextData=%28oc.UserEnteredCitation%29&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I73193eeef77c11d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.History*oc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=109+ariz.+368
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economic land use,” Hogue v. Port of Seattle, 341 P.2d 171, 191 (Wash. 1959), or 

distributing money “to private facilities without any government control or 

contractual requirements to utilize the money to provide indigent care.” Orthopedic 

Hosp. of Okla. v. Dep’t of Health, 118 P.3d 216, 221 ¶9 (Okla. Civ. App. 2005). 

In other words, determining what purposes are public involves a multifactor 

analysis, which borrows from other legal contexts in which the question of 

“public” purposes arises. Turken, for instance, cited Macia, a Tax Clause case, on 

this question, because that Clause also requires that taxes be levied for a “public 

purpose.” 223 Ariz. at 346 ¶12. A similar “public” analysis also applies to eminent 

domain cases—where, again, courts determine whether an act is sufficiently public 

by considering such factors as: whether title to the property will be held by a 

private or public entity, whether the land will be used for private profit or to 

provide public services, what degree of control the government will exercise over 

the property, whether the whole community will use it or only a few people, 

whether profit is the overriding motivation, etc. Bailey v. Myers, 206 Ariz. 224, 

230 ¶24 (App. 2003). There is no “mechanical formula” for determining public 

versus private, id. at 228 ¶15, but a use is “unquestionably public” when property 

is taken “to build streets, jails, government buildings,” and other entities that “the 

government will own or operate”—and private where a taking is for “private 

developers for private commercial use.” Id. ¶16.3 

                                                 
3 Of course, “public use” for eminent domain purposes is not identical to “public 
purpose” for Gift Clause purposes, Turken, 223 Ariz. at 349 ¶29 n.5, but Bailey’s 
multifactor analysis helps determine whether a government act is “public.”  
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Applying this analysis, the Huntington and Arrowhead agreements are, 

again, insufficiently public. The land is in private hands; it will be used for private 

profit; Huntington will provide no public services (just a single degree program for 

paying students who seek instruction from a specific sectarian perspective); the 

campus will not be open to the public, and private business success is the 

overriding goal—with, of course, the hope of indirect benefits flowing therefrom. 

The project is about private developers engaged in a commercial use. 

The problem with saying economic development is per se a “public 

purpose” is that all private businesses contribute to development in some sense. As 

Michigan’s Supreme Court has said, the “vague economic benefit stemming from a 

private profit-maximizing enterprise” is not itself a public undertaking because 

“‘incidentally every lawful business’” will “‘in some manner advance the public 

interest.’” Cnty. of Wayne v. Hathcock, 684 N.W.2d 765, 786 (Mich. 2004) 

(citation omitted). Such a conclusion would therefore entirely erase the boundary 

between public and private purposes. 

The League is correct that government expenditures need not “affect all 

residents equally” to serve public purposes, League Br. at 2, but that is irrelevant, 

because that is not what it means to serve the public “at large.” Rather, the question 

is whether the expenditure is for purposes that, as a matter of principle, are public 

in nature. Humphrey v. City of Phoenix, 55 Ariz. 374 (1940), supports this point, 

because it has long been held that “slum clearance projects” are “for the public 

good and general welfare, even though the effect is felt by a given class more than 

by the community at large.” Id. at 387. In other words, cities may fund programs 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ib9fd8873ff7411d99439b076ef9ec4de/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=684+n.w.2d+765
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that benefit some members of the public more than others. Accord, Town of Gila 

Bend v. Walled Lake Door Co., 107 Ariz. 545, 549–50 (1971).  

But this case does not involve the elimination of slums, eradication of blight, 

or any other public undertaking that just happens to benefit a private party. It is the 

reverse: a payment to a private party that obtains no public benefits, but which the 

amici say will produce “vague economic benefit.” Hathcock, 684 N.W.2d at 786. 

That is insufficient. Only Huntington and Arrowhead benefit directly and certainly 

from those expenditures, as contemplated in the contract. As another court has 

observed, “general benefit to the economy of a community does not justify the use 

of public funds of the city unless it be for a public as distinguished from a private 

purpose.” State ex rel. Beck v. City of York, 82 N.W.2d 269, 274 (Neb. 1957). This 

is true even though “the city may be benefited by the location of the company in 

the city.” Id. 

Amici are wrong to say this Court “rejected a ‘primary/incidental benefit’ 

analysis” in Turken. League Br. at 17. Rather, Turken said that the rule that the 

public must be the primary beneficiary of an expenditure “reflects a core Gift 

Clause principle.” 223 Ariz. at 348 ¶20. Amici ask this Court to invert this core 

principle, and hold that an expenditure need not primarily serve the public, but may 

primarily serve a private interest as long as the government claims the public will 

benefit in the long run—a claim to which (amici argue) courts must defer. League 

Br. at 17; Pima Br. at 7; GPL Br. at 7. That, however, is simply not the test. 
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B. This Court has never said location subsidies serve a public purpose. 

 Turken involved a location subsidy like this one. The shopping mall was 

going to be built in Scottsdale, so Phoenix gave it a subsidy to get it to locate in 

Phoenix, instead. 223 Ariz. at 344 ¶3; See also Turken v. Gordon, 220 Ariz. 456, 

459 ¶3 (App. 2008). Phoenix argued that this was constitutional because it would 

result in increased tax revenues. This Court said no. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 350 ¶ 33. 

Rather than focus on those anticipated, indirect benefits, the Court focused on the 

specific, bargained-for benefits promised in the contract: i.e., the parking spaces. 

In fact, Arizona courts have never held that economic development, by itself, 

is a public purpose. Instead, they have held that government must obtain some 

specific, public benefit. Although Pima Br. at 9-10, claims that the Town’s 

installation of a water line in Walled Lake Door “would have no purpose other than 

supplying water to [a] factory in the event of a fire,” that is not what this Court 

said. This Court rejected the claim that the water line would “benefit only the 

Company,” and concluded that “ownership and control over the water 

line…remain in the Town.” Walled Lake Door, 107 Ariz. at 549-50 (emphasis 

added). It also concluded that “supplying of water for purposes of preserving and 

protecting lives and property is a ‘public purpose’ and one which will provide a 

direct benefit to the public at large.” Id. (emphasis added).  

Likewise, Nelson never said economic development was a sufficient public 

purpose for an expenditure, as amici claim. GPL Br. at 5-6; Pima Br. at 11. Pima 

speculates that the real purpose of installing air pollution control facilities in a 

smelter at a copper mine “likely wasn’t to protect the public,” id. at 11, but this 
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directly conflicts with the Court’s holding that “[t]he obvious public purpose 

sought to be accomplished” by the expenditure “is the protection of the health of 

the citizens of this state by preventing…pollution.” Nelson, 109 Ariz. at 374. 

Perhaps amici are confused by the fact that government often creates 

infrastructure in hopes that economic growth will follow. That is a constitutional 

public purpose. Addressing air pollution, or providing fire protection, or fixing 

roads, are legitimate public functions, which government may undertake in the 

expectation that a healthy infrastructure will ensure economic development. 

Taxpayers have never contended that the government could not (to use the 

example from Turken, 223 Ariz. at 350 ¶34) pay for a private party to repair a 

sewer line, in hopes that this will help improve the business environment in the 

community. Such a project would not be a gift of public funds—even if the city 

considered the possibility of economic development as a reason to engage in the 

project—as long as the contract specified goods and services to be provided by the 

contractor, and the value of the repair was proportionate to the expenditure. And 

even public health expenditures must include government oversight to ensure that 

the payments obtain public benefits instead of benefitting private interests.  

Kromko, 149 Ariz. at 321; Orthopedic Hosp. of Okla., 118 P.3d at 221–22 ¶9. 

That is a far cry from what happened here. The Huntington and Arrowhead 

agreements do not contemplate the delivery of goods or services to the public, but 

simply pay these private firms with tax dollars to operate their own businesses for 

profit in Peoria. That’s all, and that alone has no quantifiable value; it therefore 

cannot withstand the Turken test.  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I73193eeef77c11d9b386b232635db992/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=109+ariz.+374#co_pp_sp_156_374
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+321#co_pp_sp_156_321
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I771dcbe9f47611d983e7e9deff98dc6f/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=118+p.3d+222#co_pp_sp_4645_222
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
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C. Payments aimed at development alone don’t satisfy the Gift Clause. 

GPL cites out-of-state cases for the proposition that economic development, 

by itself, is a public purpose. But they are distinguishable in revealing ways. 

The arrangement in Burkhardt v. City of Enid, 771 P.2d 608 (Okla. 1989), 

was remarkably different from the arrangement here. There, the government 

bought land, and leased it to a private operator in exchange for specific contractual 

guarantees, including public use of the property and special scholarships for locals 

to attend the university. Id. at 611. None of those are present here. Huntington and 

Arrowhead retain ownership of their property and are not required to let the public 

use it; they provide no benefits to Peoria citizens, are not subject to government 

oversight to ensure public purposes are accomplished, and do not provide general 

education as the university in Burkhardt did.   

Likewise, in Hayes v. State Prop. & Bldgs. Comm’n, 731 S.W.2d 797 (Ky. 

1987), the court found that the contract included guarantees that Toyota would pay 

the state the difference if anticipated tax revenues fell below expectations. Thus, 

the court found that “[n]o conveyance of publicly financed property without the 

receipt of fair market value compensation will occur.” Id. at 799. That is wholly 

different from the Huntington and Arrowhead agreements, which include no 

exchange of equivalent values, and in which tax dollars are given to these private 

entities without the promise of any revenues, goods, or services for the public. 

All the other cases GPL cites come from states with drastically different gift 

clauses. In Hale v. State, 818 N.W.2d 684 (N.D. 2012), North Dakota’s Supreme 

Court declared that that state’s constitution contains an express exception to its gift 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/If0be7f75f3a511d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=771+p.2d+608
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/If0be7f75f3a511d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=771+p.2d+611#co_pp_sp_661_611
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/If0be7f75f3a511d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=771+p.2d+611#co_pp_sp_661_611
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I1e6867dae7a111d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=731+s.w.2d+797
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I1e6867dae7a111d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=731+s.w.2d+799#co_pp_sp_713_799
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I71303a5ccc3311e1b343c837631e1747/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=818+n.w.2d+684
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clause allowing the state to engage in “enterprises,” which, it said, is what was 

happening there. Id. at 694. In Bordeleau v. State, 960 N.E.2d 917, 922 (N.Y. App. 

2011), the court emphasized that New York’s Constitution allows the government 

to give grants to “public benefit corporations,” which is what was occurring there. 

Our Constitution contains no such provision, and Arrowhead and Huntington are 

not public benefit corporations. Salem v. McMackin, 291 N.E.2d 807 (Ill. 1972), 

involved the Illinois Constitution, which does not contain a gift clause comparable 

to ours.4 And Moschenross v. St. Louis Cnty., 188 S.W.3d 13 (Mo. App. 2006), 

involved Missouri’s Constitution, which imposes only a lenient “primary effect” 

test. Id. at 21–22. None of those cases sheds light on our Constitution. 

Blinson v. State, 651 S.E.2d 268 (N.C. App. 2007), would be more helpful if 

this Court were disposed to entertain the amici’s political arguments instead of 

following the Constitution’s language. That case involved a $300 million subsidy 

to Dell Computers to keep a factory in Forsyth County. Id. at 330. North Carolina 

has no gift clause comparable to ours, so the court upheld the subsidy. But the 

factory only employed half the 2,000 workers Dell said it would hire, see Adams, 

Dell Shuts NC Plant Despite $300 Million in Incentives, Heartland Institute, Dec. 

14, 2009, and two years later, the factory closed anyway. The 900 workers lost 

their jobs—and taxpayers lost their tax money. WRAL, Dell to Close N.C. Plant, 

                                                 
4 See Bieszczat, State Constitutional Gift Clause Challenges to Release Time 

Provisions of Collective Bargaining Agreements, 2017 U. Ill. L. Rev. Online 1 

(2017) (“Unlike Arizona constitutional jurisprudence, Illinois courts have not 

expressly imposed a requirement that public spending be supported by adequate 

consideration in order for spending to be constitutionally valid.”). 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ia0a1b970142e11e1bc27967e57e99458/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=960+n.e.2d+917
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I0c4e1c4ed93511d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=291+n.e.2d+807
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I380b4449878a11dab6b19d807577f4c3/View/FullText.html?navigationPath=Search%2Fv1%2Fresults%2Fnavigation%2Fi0ad73aa700000175953dfc0a48c32d81%3FNav%3DMULTIPLECITATIONS%26fragmentIdentifier%3DI380b4449878a11dab6b19d807577f4c3%26parentRank%3D0%26startIndex%3D1%26contextData%3D%2528sc.Search%2529%26transitionType%3DUniqueDocItem&listSource=Search&listPageSource=4672f1d03335df1130332e7be14c06de&list=MULTIPLECITATIONS&sessionScopeId=df86fdd78812129b6f9d988882526688d0ed653f757640e605ad0fec8497e62d&originationContext=NonUniqueFindSelected&transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=%28sc.Search%29
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I21801eab7bd411dca1e6fa81e64372bf/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=651+s.e.2d+268
https://www.heartland.org/news-opinion/news/dell-shuts-nc-plant-despite-300-million-in-incentives?source=policybot
https://www.heartland.org/news-opinion/news/dell-shuts-nc-plant-despite-300-million-in-incentives?source=policybot
https://www.wral.com/business/story/6156112/
https://illinoislawreview.org/online/volume-2017/spring/state-constitutional-gift-clause-challenges-to-release-time-provisions-of-collective-bargaining-agreements/
https://illinoislawreview.org/online/volume-2017/spring/state-constitutional-gift-clause-challenges-to-release-time-provisions-of-collective-bargaining-agreements/
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Oct. 8, 2009. Blinson—like the Pima County railroad debacle—shows why our 

Constitution contains its strong prohibition against government “ever giv[ing] or 

[lending] its credit…, or mak[ing] any donation or grant, by subsidy or otherwise, 

to any…corporation.” Ariz. Const. art. 9 § 7 (emphasis added). 

 
III. A ruling for Taxpayers does not prevent cities from promoting 

economic development or providing aid during an emergency. 

It is ironic that the League Br. at 7, complains that cities are facing “budget 

shortfalls” and “significant revenue loss” due to COVID-19—while also arguing 

that cities should not be held to constitutional spending limits. On the contrary, it is 

most important to obey the Constitution during emergencies. Arizonans for Second 

Chances v. Hobbs, 471 P.3d 607, 613–14 ¶9 (Ariz. 2020). 

Starting a business is risky even when funded by experienced private 

investors in prosperous times. And Peoria taxpayers have been burned by lopsided 

deals before, as in the Trine University case. APP.057–58 ¶12. As amici 

acknowledge, taxpayer dollars are not plentiful. League Br. at 7. With many 

Arizonans out of work and in the midst of a national crisis, it is more important 

than ever to ensure that the public gets something of adequate value for its dollars. 

Ruling for Taxpayers would not prevent cities from dealing with 

emergencies like the pandemic in a targeted way that ensures their citizens receive 

something in exchange for their money. Buying health supplies for the public, or 

compensating businesses that the government orders shut down, League Br. at 10, 

serve public purposes. That question, in fact, was answered in Turken, 223 Ariz. at 

350 ¶34, and Kromko, 149 Ariz. at 321, which said expenditures for public health 

https://www.wral.com/business/story/6156112/
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I21801eab7bd411dca1e6fa81e64372bf/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=651+s.e.2d+268
https://www.azleg.gov/viewDocument/?docName=http://www.azleg.gov/const/9/7.htm
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6e0fd430eed411ea9214aaaa8d5963d9/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=471+p.3d+607
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/I6e0fd430eed411ea9214aaaa8d5963d9/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=471+p.3d+607
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ibd5a68b9094011df8bf6cd8525c41437/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=223+ariz.+350#co_pp_sp_156_350
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Document/Ic993f5c8f3a911d98ac8f235252e36df/View/FullText.html?transitionType=UniqueDocItem&contextData=(sc.UserEnteredCitation)&userEnteredCitation=149+ariz.+321#co_pp_sp_156_321
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must obtain specific, contracted-for benefits of equivalent fair market value, and be 

overseen by public agencies to ensure the purchases aren’t private subsidies. 

 There’s no basis for concern that enforcing the Gift Clause here will render 

local governments powerless to serve traditional public interests. Pima suggests 

that railroads, public markets, and convention centers would be unconstitutional 

under the Taxpayers’ argument, Pima Br. at 8, but this is false. Railroads are 

regulated public utilities and common carriers (thus legally required to serve all, 

Mendel v. Mt. States Tel. & Tel. Co., 117 Ariz. 491, 493 (App. 1977)). Public 

markets are a traditional public function, as are firefighting and pollution control. 

Pima Br. at 10-11. Convention centers are public facilities owned, operated, or 

overseen by public bodies. None of these examples are comparable to a city giving 

$2.6 million to two private companies who have not bound themselves by contract 

to provide any goods, services, or other measurable and specific benefits to the 

public in exchange for the money, and are not subject to government oversight, but 

are simply being subsidized to operate for their own profit.  

Nor is the League correct that Taxpayers make an “extreme” argument that 

cities may “not engage in any form of economic development.” League Br. at 3. 

There are many constitutional things cities can do to foster a business-friendly 

environment, such as improving road maintenance, public safety, and recreational 

facilities. What they may not do is give gifts of public funds to private businesses.  

CONCLUSION 

The Court should reverse the judgment of the Court of Appeals, with 

instructions to enter judgment for Taxpayers. 
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